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Spin-dependent surface band structure of hcp Co„1010…
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We report on a detailed analysis of the unoccupied spin-dependent surface band structure of hcp-Co(1010)
using inverse photoemission with longitudinally spin-polarized electrons. At the boundary of the surface

Brillouin zone Ȳ, an n51 image-potential state is observed, which is split by 0.6 eV into an antisymmetric
n512 and a symmetricn511 state, reflecting the high corrugation in front of the ‘‘open’’ hcp (1010)
surface. The uppern511 state is nearly dispersionless in contrast to earlier predictions. Majority and minority
crystal-induced surface bands, exchange split by 0.5 eV due to appreciablesd hybridization at theL1 point of
the unoccupied hcp Co band structure, exhibit almost equal effective masses.@S0163-1829~99!00127-7#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surfaces of ferromagnetic bulk single crystals have b
explored extensively, driven by the search for tw
dimensional magnetic behavior.1 Early on, electronic state
which are localized at the surface have been employed
probes for surface magnetization.2 d-like surface states ar
well suited for this purpose, since they are localized in
topmost atomic layer, but unfortunately appear only in a f
favorite cases.3 sp-like surface states, however exist atall
close-packed metal surfaces with aShockley-invertedbulk
band gap.4

At fcc~111! metal surfaces with several-eV-widesp band
gaps near the Fermi level, so-called crystal-induced~CI! sur-
face states are found.5,6 At ferromagnetic surfaces, they ca
contribute to the magnetic moment of the topmost atom
layer if they arepartially occupied as with Ni~111!.7,8 Image-
potential~IP! surface states, by contrast, form a Rydberg-l
series below the vacuum level and are unoccupied in
ground state; they can be accessed experimentally by inv
photoemission9,10 ~IPE! or by two-photon photoemission.11

Their wave functions have only little overlap with other ele
tronic surface states, yet they protrude by several Å into
vacuum, giving rise to substantial tunneling probabilities.12,13

While the energy position of IP states is highly sensit
to local work function changes,5,14 CI surface states sens
details of the bulk sp band dispersion.15 The two-
dimensional energy disperison of IP and CI states,E(kuu),
was extensively studied by angle-resolved PE and IP16

most aspects of experimentally observedE(kuu) relations
have been well understood in the so-called pha
accumulation model which treats both Shockley-type surf
states as standing waves captured between crystal su
and surface barrier.5,17–20

Spin-resolved studies of Shockley states at ferromagn
surfaces have focused oncubicNi and Fe crystal lattices,21,22

mainly because they can be easily prepared in a sin
magnetic-domain state due to their higher-order anisotr
resulting in many directions of easy magnetization. Sp
polarized IPE experiments at the surface Brillouin zo
~SBZ! boundaries are scarce since all other IPE spectr
eters used today employtransverselypolarized electron
sources;23–25they are best suited to resolve spin effects atḠ,
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~4!/2946~7!/$15.00
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where good ‘‘spin-resolution’’ is achieved for in-plane ma
netized surfaces.

In this article we present a detailed analysis of spin-s
electronic bands at the SBZ boundary of the in-plane m
netized Co(1010) surface. We utilize an IPE spectromet
equipped with a longitudinally spin-polarized electron
source, which is optimized for largePW •MW at SBZ boundaries
and high parallel-momentum resolution. The hcp-Co(1010)
surface exhibits a large Shockley-inverted band gap at
SBZ boundaryȲ, extending high above the Fermi leve
(EF). At Ȳ, the effective vacuum energy is below the upp
gap edge, giving rise to a high crystal reflectivity at energ
several eV above the Fermi level. After description of t
IPE spectrometer~Sec. II!, and the procedure of preparin
hcp-Co surfaces~Sec. III!, spin-resolved IPE data are dis
cussed in Sec. IV. Finally~Sec. V!, they are described within
the phase accumulation model.

II. LONGITUDINALLY SPIN-POLARIZED
IPE SPECTROMETER

The longitudinally spin-polarized IPE spectrometer us
here is an upgrade of the apparatus built by Grentzet al.26

and is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Spin-polarized el
trons are excited in a GaAs~001! cathode through circularly
polarized light (l5834 nm! from a GaAlAs diode laser. A
negative electron-affinity~NEA! photocathode is obtained b
work function lowering via adsorption of Cs and oxygen27

for this activation the cathode is retracted into a sepa
UHV chamber in order to avoid contamination of the C
sample. During IPE measurements, the GaAs cathode i
luminated under 6° off normal~dotted line in Fig. 1!,
through an additional small hole in the Erdman-Zipf electr
optics.28 The performance of the gun is routinely monitore
by a Faraday cup mounted on the sample manipulator;
divergence of the electron beam is below61° giving a spot
size of 2.5-mm diameter at the sample.

Photon detection is accomplished by two bandp
counters29 at different angles as shown in Fig. 1. In this wa
we obtain information on the light-emission characterist
which often allows a determination of the symmetry of sta
involved in the IPE process.30 The energy bandpass i
achieved through the combined effect of the excitat
2946 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRB 60 2947SPIN-DEPENDENT SURFACE BAND STRUCTURE OF hcp . . .
threshold for molecular photoionization ofI 2 and the trans-
mission cutoff of aSrF2 entrance window; photon-detectio
energy is centered at 9.43 eV.31 The overall apparatus func
tion, including the energy width of the electron beam, is w
described by a Gaussian of 390-meV full width at half ma
mum ~FWHM!.22 A quasisimultaneous measurement of bo
spin directions is achieved by switching the laser-light he
ity by a Pockels cell every few seconds. The degree of
cular light polarization is (9663)% in the present setup
allowing for an electron-spin polarization of'30%.

By comparing spectra for opposite sample magnetiza
and opposite light helicity, we can rule out artificial sp
asymmetries. Am-metal UHV chamber and the strict use
only nonmagnetic materials~Ta, Ti, Mo, . . . ,! near the
sample results in a well-defined momentum of the lo
energy electrons~kinetic energies are typically;10 eV!
with a parallel-momentum resolution ofkuu /Dkuu.25 at the
SBZ boundary in the present study.

III. SAMPLE PREPARATION

Preparation of a well-ordered and chemically clean h
(1010)-Co single-crystal surface is an art. Due to the we
known Co hcp-fcc phase transition, cleaning recipes are
stricted to moderate temperatures (T,700 K!. Surface and
subsurface contamination is removed by softneon-ion bom-
bardment~500 eV, 4 min!. Annealing the sample for 1 h at
640 K results in a well-ordered surface. Residual carbo
removed by 0.02–0.04 L oxygen exposure atT
55802600 K; residual oxygen is again removed by dosi
2-L hydrogen atT5640 K. For the as-polished Co(1010)
crystal, it was necessary to repeat this cleaning cycle abo
hundred times until the Auger spectrum was free of carb
and oxygen signals~below 0.02 of a monolayer equivalent!.

Hydrogen gas was routinely used as a very sensitive
for a carbon-free surface region. It is well known for 3d
metals that small doses of hydrogen ‘‘go subsurface’’ at l
temperatures and force residual carbon to appear at
surfaces.32,33 In particular, if the Co(1010) near-surface re
gion contained carbon, aC(235) superstructure appeare
upon dosing only 0.02-L H2. By contrast, the clean
Co(1010) surface shows a clearp(231) hydrogen super-

FIG. 1. Schematics of the longitudinally spin-polarized IPE a
paratus. Use of two band-pass counters (\v59.460.2 eV! at dif-
ferent photon-detection angles allows an analysis of light-emis
characteristics. Inset: the (1010) surface contains the Co easy ax
of magnetization@0001#.
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structure upon'4-L H2 dosed at 120 K~which can be easily
removed at elevated temperatures!. Associate low-energy
electron diffraction~LEED! images are shown in Fig. 2.

All IPE spectra were taken at room temperature, wh
corresponds to a reduced temperature oft5T/TC

'0.2 (TC
Co,bulk'1400 K!. Spectra were taken from the re

manently magnetized sample since application of exte
fields during the measurement would destroy the w
defined electron parallel momentum. For spin-resolved I
the crystal should ideally be in a single-domain state to av
an averaging over differently magnetized domains which
result in a cancellation of spin effects.34 A common method
is to use a sample geometry of closed magnetic flux.
hcp-Co has a large uniaxial magnetic anisotropy along thc
axis, thus it is not possible to close the flux inside the crys
itself ~as is frequently done for cubic crystals using
‘‘picture-frame’’ geometry34,35!. In the present work, a
nearly single domain state is achieved by mounting t
Co(1010) crystal in the gap of a soft-iron yoke, see Fig.
In order to avoid crystal stress at elevated temperatures~dur-
ing the cleaning cycle!, gaps of 50mm were left between
yoke and crystal. Remanence was achieved by a cur
pulse of'140 A applied for 1 ms to a free-hanging coil o
8 turns around the yoke. The domain state was checkeex
situ by magneto-optical Kerr-effect~MOKE! microscopybe-
fore andafter IPE experiments, see Fig. 4, as well asin situ
by a conventional MOKE setup. Applying the ‘‘full’’ curren
of 140 A, the cobalt crystal reaches a nearly single-dom
state, Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. Only near the gap between cryst
and yoke, small wedge domains of opposite magnetiza
are formed@Fig. 4~c!# which, fortunately, do not reach th
crystal center where the IPE spectra are recorded. S
stripe domains, by contrast, extend over the entire cry
surface, reducing the effective magnetizationMW to 8062%
of the saturationMW S . The normalized spin-signalN↑,↓ is
thus obtained from the measured signaln↑,↓ by means of22

N↑,↓5
n↑1n↓

2
~16A!, ~1!

with the spin asymmetryA

-

n
FIG. 2. LEED pictures of the Co(1010) surface at 54 eV:~a!

clean surface atT5300 K; ~b! H-p(231) superstructure atT
5120 K.
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A5
n↑2n↓
n↑1n↓

1

PM

1

cosb
, ~2!

and withM50.8MS . b denotes the angle between electro
beam polarizationPW and the average sample magnetizat
MW . For comparison, Fig. 4~d! shows a typical domain struc
ture obtained after applying a too small magnetizing curr
~here: 70 A). It results in a ‘‘crosswalk’’ pattern of quit
regular domains~40–70-mm width of opposite magnetiza
tion!, which would cause vanishing spin effects in any sp
troscopy without sufficient lateral resolution.34

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The L1 critical points of the hcp-Co bulk bands alon
A-R-L define a large Shockley inverted gap at the S
boundary of the (1010) surface. As is shown in Fig. 5~a!, it
extends from about 2.2 eV up to about 7.5 eV, hereby rea

FIG. 3. Sample holder.

FIG. 4. Ex situKerr microscope images of the Co(1010) crystal
@~a!,~b!,~d!: 300 mm3300 mm; ~c! 1.2 mm31.2 mm]. Arrows in-
dicate the easy axis.~a! and ~b! show opposite overall magnetiza
tion achieved by 140-A current pulses of opposite direction.~c!
Wedge domains near the gap between crystal and yoke.~d! Stripe
domains after applying 70 A.
-
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ing considerably higher in energy than correspond
Shockley-inverted gaps at cubic fcc~110! surfaces. The cal-
culation predicts siezable exchange splittings for the low
p-like gap edge~0.67 eV! as well as for the uppers-like edge
~0.86 eV!,36 indicating a considerable hybridization of 4sp
bands with the exchange split 3d bands22,37 at both L1
points. For off-normal electron motion, the effective vacuu
energy,EV(kuu)

, is given by the work functionF, plus the
kinetic energy for parallel motion,

EV(kuu)
5F1

\2kuu
2

2m
. ~3!

At the SBZ boundary of Co(1010), EV lies well inside the
gap where surface reflectivity is high. Spin-integrated I
spectra in Fig. 5~b! indeed reveal four significant surfac
structures inside the bulk band gap, which have been pr
ously assigned38,39as a spin pair of CI states near the botto
of the gap and two IP states just belowEV .

A. Crystal-induced surface bands

As a test of the surface character of the CI state, we
sorbed increasing amounts of oxygen. It is known40 that
small doses of oxygen physisorb at room temperature i
disordered and dissociated state. As shown in Fig. 6, the
intensity drops rapidly with increasing O2 exposures until it
is fully quenched upon 1.0 L. Alternatively, comple
quenching is reached by surface roughening via soft-

FIG. 5. ~a! Calculated Co bulk band structure alongA-R-L from
Ref. 37, together with the reciprocal hcp lattice. Rotation of t
crystal about the axis@1210# gives access to the~gray shaded!
GMLA azimuth. The Shockley-inverted gap is defined byL1 points.

~b! Spin-integrated spectra nearȲ inside the Shockley-inverted ga
~data from Ref. 38!. The spin-character of the projected bulk ba
gaps are indicated by arrows. Note the high-energy shoulder o
crystal-induced surface state~vertical bar!. EV gives the effective

electron escape energy atȲ.
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PRB 60 2949SPIN-DEPENDENT SURFACE BAND STRUCTURE OF hcp . . .
bombardment~500-eV Ne ions for only 30 s!. These obser-
vations strongly support the assignment as crystal-indu
surface state.

Already the spin integrated IPE spectrum reveals a c
shoulder on the high-energy side~vertical bar in Fig. 5!.
Corresponding spin-resolved spectra in Fig. 7 show the
istence of two CI states with opposite spin-character, wh
are exchange split byDEex

n505480650 meV atȲ. As was
previously demonstrated, the exchange splitting of CI sta
gives a lower boundfor the splitting of those bulk band
which define the gap.22 The present observation agrees w
with the theoretically expected splitting of 0.67 eV for th
lower gap edge.

The dispersion of the~a! majority and ~b! minority CI
state is presented in Fig. 8, in comparison with the calcula
projected bulk band structure from Ref. 36. Peak energies
extracted from fit analyses using two different approache
simultaneous fit41 of ~i! both spin channels recorded by on
counter and of~ii ! spectra from both counters and the sa
spin channel. The latter resulted in more precise energy
sitions, given in Fig. 8.

FIG. 6. Quenching of the crystal induced surface state by o
gen ~lines serve as a guide to the eye!.

FIG. 7. Spin-resolved IPE spectra of the crystal-induced surf

state atȲ.
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Both majority and minority CI state show an upward d
persion which roughly follows the associate bulk band ga
The majority-state dispersion can be well described b
simple parabola@solid line in Fig. 8~a!# centered atȲ with an
effective mass

m* [
d2E~k!

dk2 U
Ȳ

'0.45m0 ;

it thus clearly deviates from the free-electron behavior, a
generally the case when the Shockley surface-state ene
are not approximately in the middle of the gap.15 Note that
the experimental majority CI state energies lie inside
band gap while the minority CI state~b! crosses the gap
boundaries at;0.16 Å21 below and above the SBZ bound
ary. Near the SBZ, inside the gap, the minority state disp
sion can be described by the same effective mass (0.45m0)
as the majority state.42 The two outermost points, howeve
which fall into the projected bulk-band regime, deviate fro
the 0.45m0 parabola@solid line in Fig. 8~b!#. This apparent
spin dependence of the dispersion of the CI state is te
tively attributed to a stronger influence of energy-degene
bulk bands in the minority spin case.

B. Image potential states and surface corrugation

It is well known from the concept of nearly free electro
~NFE! in bulk crystals that at Brillouin zone~BZ! bound-
aries, one must use linear combinations of a propagating
a Bragg reflected wave, which are either symmetric (s-like!
or antisymmetric (p-like! with respect to the normal mirro
plane. For a nonvanishing Fourier componentVG of the pe-
riodic bulk-crystal potential, the energy degeneracy at the
boundary betweenp- ands-like states will be lifted, opening
a ‘‘partial’’ band gap of 2uVGu.

As was suggested by Smith,19 an analogous behavior ma
be expected for the free-electron-like Shockley surfa
states, which sense the two-dimensional periodicity of
crystal potential in the surface plane. In particular, at
SBZ boundary, surface states should split into pairs ofpuu-
andsuu-like symmetry, and their energy separation should
a measure of thesurface corrugation. In earlier analyses
such ‘‘symmetry splittings’’ of CI surface states at Cu~110!

-

e

FIG. 8. Spin-resolved dispersion of the crystal-induced surf
states:~a! majority spin;~b! minority spin.
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2950 PRB 60SVEN BODE, KAI STARKE, AND GÜNTER KAINDL
were found experimentally to be smaller than those predic
by a simple NFE model, suggesting some smoothing of
surface-corrugation potential in the surface layer.19

The present Co hcp-(1010) surface is an ‘‘open’’ surface
equivalent to fcc~110!. At Ȳ, a standing wave, resulting from
incoming and Bragg-reflected partial waves, senses the l
est corrugation possible at a low-Miller-indexed surface~see
the inset of Fig. 9!: incoming electrons move across th
‘‘rows’’ of the topmost layer. Figure 9~a! shows that the
image-potential surface state~IP! at Ȳ is split by '0.6 eV
into an antisymmetricn512 and a symmetricn511 state.38

Obviously, electrons which undergo Bragg reflection a f
Ångströms in front of the crystal still feel a substantial e
fective surface corrugation potential, with an associate p
nomenological Fourier componentVG

sur f'0.3 eV. This is
about 10% of the corresponding bulk corrugation potentia
V0002'3.3 eV. In order to extract an exact value of the sy
metry splitting atȲ, we applied a least-squares fit analys
assuming two Lorentzian peaks on an increasing backgro
at EV .43 We simulated the principally unknown IPE bac
ground assuming various forms ranging from smoothly
creasing to steplike atEV . This procedure yieldsVG

sur f

5305625 meV.
Previous experiments, also using spin-polarized IP

demonstrated a small,22 but nonvanishing44 spin dependence
of IP state energies at Ni surfaces, which are more than
order of magnitude smaller than the average Ni 3d band
exchange splitting (;0.3 eV!. Unlike the CI state, where a
shoulder is clearly discernible, the spin integrated IP sp
trum in Fig. 9~a! does not indicate a spin dependence. Y
the spin-resolved IP spectra above@Fig. 9~b!# clearly show
the 100-meV spin splitting of both IP states atȲ.38 The ob-
servation of similarly large spin splittings for both IP stat
strongly supports the assignment of the upper one as an
51 state, which has no nodes outside the crystal and hen
larger overlap with the exchange-split band structure of
surface layer than ann52 state would have.

FIG. 9. Spin-integrated spectra of then51 IP states, symmetry
split into an antisymmetric (n512) and a symmetric (n511)
state. The solid line through the data~solid circles! represents the
least-squares fit result.~b! Associate spin-resolved spectra of th

n512 andn511 image state atȲ.
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V. COMPARISON WITH PHASE ACCUMULATION
MODEL

For a qualitative understanding of Shockley-type surfa
states the phase-accumulation model~PAM! by Pendry,
McRae, and Smith5,15,17,19,18,20,45has frequently been used. I
this model, surface states are treated as standing waves
tured between the crystal surface and the surface barrier.
a 1/4z dependence of the image potential far outside
crystal, the model reproduces a Rydberg series of bo
states with energiesEn , which are given by the phase con
dition for repeated reflection at the crystal and the bar
potentials:

fC1fB52np with n50,1,2, . . . . ~4!

Solutions forn51,2, . . . , yield IP state energies; they ar
governed by the surface-barrier phasefB . By contrast, the
n50 solutions for CI states are mostly determined by
crystal phasesfC . Following common practice, we use th
two-band model for an approximate description of the e
ergy dependence of the crystal phasefC(E) and the McRae
formula for the barrier phasefB(E) ~Ref. 18!

fB

p
5S 3.4 eV

EV2e D 1/2

21 for e,EV . ~5!

It has been shown that the surface barrier is much less
dependent than the crystal potential, indicating that the ‘‘
change splitting of image states is primarily a substr
effect.’’46 For a qualitative understanding of spin-depend
surface-state energies within PAM,fB may thus be regarded
as non-spin-dependent.22,47

To account for the symmetry doubling into symmetr
~1! and antisymmetric~2! states at SBZ boundaries, Che
and Smith48 proposed two crystal phases,fC

1 andfC
2 , to be

simply offset byp

fC
1~E!5p1fC

2~E!. ~6!

Applying this suggestion to Co(1010)Ȳ, Fig. 10 shows the
crystal phases, 2np2fC

6(E), for majority and minority spin
together with the barrier phasefB(E). Graphically solving
Eq. ~4!, we find stationary state energiesEn

6 , indicated by
filled and open circles. It is evident that PAM nicely a
counts for the observation of a large exchange splitting of

FIG. 10. Phase-accumulation-model calculation. Intersecti
between majority~solid! and minority~dashed! crystal phases 2p
2fC

6 andfB yield graphical solutions of Eq.~4!.
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CI state,DEex
01 , residing in the lower part of the gap whe

the barrier phase is steep; they are much larger than th
splitting because the IP intersections are close toEV where
fB diverges. Although these trends are reproduced,
model fails to account for the observednearly equalspin
splittings of then512 and then511 image states. This
must be attributed to the somewhat artificial phase-offset
troduced as a ‘‘bookkeeping trick’’15 to obtain antisymmetric
(12) and symmetric (11) solutions of Eq. 4 at SBZ bound
aries. Hereby then511 spin splitting ~open circles! is
forced to be considerably smaller than the difference of
corresponding intersections forn512, due to the rapidly
changing slope of the barrier phase in this regime.

Deficits of PAM at SBZ boundaries become even mo
obvious when considering the IP dispersion, see Fig. 11
PAM, dispersion is interpreted as resulting from the g
boundary dispersion and the concomitant changes in
crystal phasefC

6(E). The barrier phase is pinned to the e
fective vacuum energy

EV5f1
\2kuu

2

2m
,

which is symmetric with respect toȲ ~hatched lines in Fig.
11!. Electrons above the escape parabola can leave the
tal surface. Within the first SBZ, i.e., for parallel momen
kuu,0.772 Å21, this is possible without exchange of mo
mentum with the crystal lattice; for largerkuu electrons can
escape via exchange of the crystal momentum\GW 0002.

According to PAM, adownwarddispersion is expected
for all IP states, irrespective of their symmetry. In particul
the E(kuu) bands of bothn51 states should always stay b
low the escape parabolae. Experimentally, such a downw

FIG. 11. Dispersion of the symmetry splitn512 andn511 IP
states. The solid line through then512 data gives the best parabo
fit; dashed lines give the 95% confidence interval.
IP
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dispersion is indeed found for the antisymmetricn512

state, but clearly not for the symmetricn511 state: It is
rather stationary aroundȲ, for kuu between'0.65 Å21 and
'0.90 Å21. There is a considerable uncertainty in ener
due to the principally unknown IPE background at the co
tinuum threshold. Right at the SBZ boundary, where b
n51 states are visible as clear peaks@Fig. 12~a!#, the energy
positions cannot be far from the maxima in the IPE spectr
before background subtraction. Yet off theȲ point @Fig.
12~b!#, the upper image state becomes very weak so that
energy position, as determined by least-squares fit analy
depends on the background assumed. Yet, the experim
n511 dispersion undoubtedly crosses the escape parab

The effective mass of then512 IP state is found to be
m* /m520.2860.04, obviously ‘‘pinned’’ to the escape pa
rabolae as was suggested by Garret and Smith.49 The obser-
vation of an almost stationary symmetricn511 state, by
contrast, cannot be understood within the phase accum
tion model and will be subject of future studies.

VI. SUMMARY

A longitudinally spin-polarized IPE spectrometer was e
ployed for a detailed study of the unoccupied band struct
of hcp Co(1010). In this spin-resolved study of a bulk singl
crystal of Co, a thorough analysis of the remanent dom
structure ensured a reliable interpretation of spin effects.
the SBZ boundaryȲ, a crystal-induced surface state is e
change split by'0.5 eV, nearly as large as it is theoretical
expected (L1 critical point of the hcp Co bulk band struc
ture!. A large symmetry splitting of then51 IP state atȲ
reflects the strong hcp-(1010) surface corrugation which,
few Å in front of the crystal, amounts to about 10% of th
corresponding bulk corrugation. The dispersion of IP sta
is found to be at variance with predictions from the pha
accumulation model.

FIG. 12. Spin-integratedn51 IP spectra at~a! Ȳ and ~b! kuu
50.89 Å21.
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